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OTT Consultation UK and Kenya

Shola Taylor
Secretary-General
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the May issue of
e-Commonwealth.
This May issue of e-COMMONWEALTH
focuses to a large extent on the important
work that has been carried out by the
technical support and consultancy team.
Unsurprisingly, there is growing interest from
our members in the area of over-the-top
services and we are glad to be able to play
a role in responding to their country specific
needs.
While larger and more advanced
Commonwealth countries have the scale and
market and regulatory sophistication to take
advantage of the App economy, particularly
by building domestic digital businesses, this
is not necessarily the case with emerging
Commonwealth countries. Henceforth
the CTO has been doing stakeholder
consultations of the OTT study and identifying
the challenges and opportunities. The final
study will be presented at the Commonwealth
ICT Ministers forum in June next month at the
closed door ministerial forum.
We are also featuring in this issue of
e-COMMONWEALTH a number of courses
from our new course catalogue, which I
encourage you to download at www.cto.int
Finally, as the final arrangements for the
Commonwealth ICT Ministers Forum to take
place in London, UK in June are put in place,
alongside the Commonwealth ICT Awards
2018.
I am pleased to announce that I was
honoured to be invited by Her Majesty The
Queen to her annual Garden Party earlier
this month, where I gave Her Majesty the
assurances that the CTO will continue to
engage with its members.
I look forward to seeing you all next month
in London at our Ministers conference. //

Stakeholders who attended the OTT Consultation at the CTO HQ in London.

F

ollowing a mandate issued by
Commonwealth ICT Ministers at the
Commonwealth ICT Ministers Forum in
London in June 2016, The Commonwealth
Telecommunications Organisation is
conducting a study to understand the market
dynamics and policy and regulatory issues
of Over-The-Top (OTT) services, both in
the context of their impact on traditional
business models and of opportunities for
innovation and stimulating economic growth.
According to a number of sources, OTT
refers to applications and services, which
are accessible over the Internet and ride on
Operators’ networks offering Internet access
services.
The main focus of the research study
aims to develop a better understanding of
OTT services and their imperatives, through
questionnaire response targeting relevant
stakeholders based in different jurisdictions.
This provided the study a balanced
representation in terms of understanding the
challenges and impacts the OTT services
from the responder’s perspective, which was

a key factor in this study.
The main objective of this study is to
develop, based on consultations with relevant
stakeholders in a sample of representative
jurisdictions, a better understanding of the
dynamics of OTT’s by service providers, policy
makers, regulators, OTT service providers and
consumers of OTT services.
The analysis of the study showed among
other key findings that most of the surveyed
governments including ministries, regulatory
bodies, telecommunication and network
operators, believe that applicable laws and
regulations do not address emerging OTT
services. The bodies also feel there is a
need to develop a regulatory framework for
OTT services in their countries that could be
adopted in the future. However, majority of
OTT service providers feel otherwise.
Majority of Governments including
relevant ministries and regulatory bodies and
telecommunication and network operators
are in favour of a regulatory framework
that should be applied to both local and
international OTT service providers offering

Stakeholders who attended the OTT Consultation in Kenya.
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Nigerian ICT Industry validate CTO’s
OTT study findings

A

communication services (such voice,
messaging and video call services via Apps)
to local consumers. In the contrary, nearly
89% of OTT service providers are opposed to
the idea.
Dr Martin Koyobe lead the OTT
consultation meeting in Kenya which was well
received. Over 40 stakeholders attended the
consultation meeting including the regulator
(CA) and key officials from the ministry of
ICT. A number of pertinent issues were raised
during the meeting and Kenya has expressed
keen interest in the study results and
provided valuable input. Kenya will also be
hosting a similar study this year to understand
the local needs.
It is expected that the output of the study
will enable future deployment of OTT services
to be conducted in a manner that addresses
the priorities and concerns of all stakeholders
to the benefit of consumers. The CTO has
presented the outcomes of this study and
held further consultations in a number of
jurisdictions both at national and regional
level.

s part of a stakeholder consultation
session organised by the NCC on the
30 May, the CTO presented the findings
of the study to the Nigerian ICT industry
and provided an opportunity to industry
to discuss and validate the findings. The
session involved over 60 stakeholders from
all segments of the Nigerian ICT Industry
including the ministry of communications
technology, the Nigerian Communications
Commission, mobile network operators and
Internet service providers, broadcasters,
among others.
The session’s opening statement was
delivered by Shola Taylor, Secretary-general of
the CTO, who highlighted the challenges and
impacts of OTTs and underlined the need for
regulatory responses to OTT services that are
tailored to the context of each Commonwealth
country.
“Following the widespread use of OTTs

and ICTs, and the emergence of data security
issues, some of which are not limited by
physical jurisdictions and cross national
borders, it is vital that Nigeria establishes
legislation on data protection and privacy
which ensures the protection of personal data
in Nigeria” added Mr Taylor.
The Nigeria ICT Industry discussed the
findings of the study underlining specific
issues and recommendations which are
relevant to the Nigerian context. For instance,
participants underlined the challenges in
implementing licensing frameworks for OTTs,
the new and emerging trend of Nigerians
using OTTs to roll-out businesses and deliver
services, the security issues associated with
OTT encryption and lawful interception of
data, the challenge of creating a level playing
field where all stakeholders including OTTs,
traditional service providers, governments and
consumers all benefit, etc.

South Africa ICT stakeholders
deliberate on a framework for OTTs

T

• Regulatory challenges
he CTO hosted stakeholder consultations
• Ability to bypass local tax
with the South African ICT sector ahead of
• Reduction of network operators’ revenue
the release of its report on OTTs on 19 June.
for voice
The report aims to help understand the market
“I was quite impressed with the high
dynamics as well as policy and regulatory
level and very open discussions by the
challenges of OTT services and their impact on
stakeholders and in particular the enthusiasm
traditional business models.
by the department and ICASA to engage the
OTTs have had a dramatic impact on the
ICT industry in order
way people communicate
to achieve a win win
not only with family and
“We thank the CTO for this great
framework for OTTs in
friends, but increasingly initiative”
also in the workplace.
Nonkqubela Jordan-Dyani, Deputy South Africa. We at the
Advantages of OTTs
Director-General at the DTPS CTO have expressed
our readiness to support
include:
member-states with the
• Help drive
next steps, once the report is released.” said
demand for connectivity, including
secretary-general, Shola Taylor at the end of the
broadband connectivity
consultations. “This is a shining example of the
• Achieve high economies of scale
CTO responding to the needs of its members in
• Enable digital marketplaces, especially
accordance with our strategic plan”, he added.
for small and medium enterprises
“This consultation meeting has provided
• Allow local and long-haul voice
tremendous opportunity for South African
communications at no direct costs
ICT stakeholders to contribute to addressing
However, OTTs are not being seen by all as
only beneficial. Critics of OTTs cite, among other pertinent issues relating to OTTs. I must thank
the CTO for providing this privileged opportunity
drawbacks, the following:
• Rely on existing third-party infrastructure to assist South Africa”, said Ms Palesa Kadi,
ICASA councillor.//
• Difficult to assure end-to-end quality
communications@cto.int
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//ITU ELECTIONS

Council Member States elections for ITU Plenipot
Kenya Candidate for the ITU
Council 2018 - 2022 for the Africa
region

T

he Republic of Kenya has been a member of
the ITU council for the past 36 years, having
been first elected in 1982. Over the years, Kenya
has been an active member of the council and
has, served on various council working groups,
and bodies within the three sectors of the Union
and other key organs including the Radio
Regulations Board. Kenya wants to continue
serving on the ITU Council and seeks the support
of Member States during the ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference.
Kenya has built a regional and global
reputation in the field of ICT, distinguishing
itself as a reliable country in creating digital
transformation for its people. Kenya regarded

as one of the tech-savvy countries in the African
region, and the country’s focus is to improve ICT
infrastructure, provide better connectivity, and
remain on the forefront of ICT innovation. Kenya’s
re-election to the Council will provide sustained
devotion of her contribution to decision-making
platforms on ICT matters at the global stage.

Australia Candidate for the ITU
Council 2018 – 2022

A

ustralia has served on ITU Council since
1959 and actively participates in ITU Council
meetings, Plenipotentiary meetings, sector
meetings and council working groups. Australia
has held various leadership positions in the ITU
Council, including as Chair of the Administration
and Management Committee from 2013 to
2014.

Australia has made annual voluntary
contributions to support ITU-D’s work for the
period 2015–18 totalling over 2.2 million Swiss
Francs. These funds have supported a diverse
range of development activities including:
• Improving spectrum management
• Building capacity to address
cybersecurity challenges
• Improving ICT access
• Bridging digital divides.
Australia actively supports the ITU
Radiocommunication Sector’s mission to
promote rational, equitable, efficient and
economical use of radio-frequency spectrum
by all Radiocommunications services. Australia
has provided consistent and strong support to
the ITU through our many years of involvement.
If re-elected to the ITU Council, Australia will
continue to help strengthen the ITU and advance
its important work. //

//Conferences & Events

ICT Awards calls for submissions

T

he CTO is pleased to announce that
submissions are now open for the second,
biennial Commonwealth I Awards 2018,
taking place at Lancaster house on June 18th
2019.
ICT adoption and use vary considerably
across countries and regions, impacting
people’s lives often in radically different
and positive ways. The Commonwealth
ICT & Industry Awards 2018 are aimed
at recognising the successes in ICT
development of member countries and
industry and celebrating the possibilities
these achievements offer for others.
To enter the completion submissions
should be received to the CTO no later
than 1 June 2018. There is a submission
fee of £200 applies per submission, with
a maximum fee of £500 for multiple
submissions. The submission fees are non-
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refundable and must be received by the CTO
no later than 11 June 2018. It is important
to note that only initiatives implemented
between 1 January 2016 and 31 December
2017 will be considered.

“We highly encourage all our members
to participate and apply for these
biennial awards to help showcase to the
Commonwealth the hard work that our
members are part of”, said Shola Taylor,
Secretary-General of the CTO.
Participating countries/organisations are
also encouraged to add to their submission
any other supporting material such as
project plans and completion reports, videos,
documentaries, media reports and articles,
end-user testimonials, recognitions by
regional/international organisations, etc in
support of their submission. All such material,
if hosted online, must remain available
throughout the duration of the competition
until the awards ceremony.
Please send all submissions to awards@
cto.int or call us at +44 208 3600 3800. //
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//TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND CONSULTANCY

CTO delivers stakeholder consultation report to Uganda

T

he CTO technical support and
consultancy team met with the Ministry
of Information and Communication
Technology and National Guidance
(MoICT&NG) and the National Information
Technology Authority-Uganda (NITA-U) to
deliver the stakeholder consultation report
in Uganda end of May 2018.
The Report is the third contractual
deliverable for a project that calls on the
CTO to carry out a gap analysis of the

policy, legal and regulatory frameworks of
Uganda’s ICT sector in order to identify
any policy, legal and regulatory hindrances
to the effective roll-out of e-gov services
across Uganda.
The first meeting involved gap analysis
consultations to discuss stakeholders views
on hindrances that currently restrict the
complete roll-out and leverage of e-gov
services across Uganda.
The second meeting created practical

recommendations of relevance to the
stakeholders.
A third consideration was validation and
dissemination – consulting stakeholders
was a way to ensure that key national
stakeholders are aware of and participate
in the project such that there gaps and
recommendations identified by the project
were reflective of the actual situation on the
ground. //

//RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Secretary-General
meets HRM the
Queen

S

hola Taylor, the secretary-general of
the CTO was honoured to be invited by
Her Majesty The Queen, to her annual
Garden Party earlier this month.
At the exclusive event, Mr Taylor was
privileged to brief HRM the Queen on
CTO’s activities post CHOGM and Mr Taylor
thanked her for the support FCO has been
providing to the CTO, and gave Her Majesty
the assurances that the CTO will continue to
engage with its members.
Her Majesty remarked that the cyber
threats are getting more complicated and
there is need to continuously address the
issues. //

EVENT	

1 - 3 OCTOBER 2018
PORT OF SPAIN
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
For more information contact:
events@cto.int or
+ 44 (0) 208 3600 3800
w w w . c t o . i n t

Organisation Design and Development				
Value-Based Leadership					
Commonwealth ICT Ministers Forum’18				
2nd Commonwealth ICT Round Table 2018			
West Africa Regional ICT Round Table 2018			
Commonwealth Cybersecurity Forum’18			
Commonwealth Spectrum Forum’18				
Commonwealth ICT Forum’18				
3rd Commonwealth ICT Round Table 2018			
Commonwealth Human Resources & ICT Forum’18		
Commonwealth ICT Investment Forum’18			
Commonwealth Data Forum’19				

DATE	

LOCATION

4 - 8 June 2018			
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
25 - 29 June 2018			
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
18 – 20 June 2018			
London, United Kingdom
23 July – 27 July 2018		
London, United Kingdom
3 – 5 July 2018			
Abuja, Nigeria
July 2018				Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
5 – 7 September 2018		
Port Louis, Mauritius
1 – 3 October 2018			
Port of Spain, Trinidad & Tobago
22 – 26 October 2018		
London, UK
14 – 16 November 2018		
TBC
10 – 12 December 2018		
London, United Kingdom
5 – 7 February 2019		India

For more information please contact events@cto.int

communications@cto.int
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//CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

CTO Diploma in Telecommunications Management Studies

M

embers of the CTO’s Programme for
Development & Training have been taking
full advantage of the capacity development
training courses provided for them through the
scheme.
The flagship course of the CTO’s Programme
for Development & Training (PDT) – the
Diploma in Telecommunications Management
Studies – concluded after a
six-week run on May 14 - June
22 in Gabarone, Botswana.
Delegates from the BOCRA,
Swaziland, Seyshells and
Botswana department of
Posts and communications
attended the course
designed for experienced
telecommunications
professionals to gain a
thorough and comprehensive
understanding of all aspects
of telecommunications business management
by utilising service innovation strategies and
breaking out of service imitation cycles.
This course provided the participants with
tools that enhanced their ability to master

the changes in the operational and technical
environment to assure success for their
organisations. The course examined essential
elements of technology evolution, the changing
institutional/legal/regulatory frameworks and the
challenges of creating value through enterprise
and effective management practices.
“This course is very beneficial for any

qualification combination a professional
may have in the Telecom sector as it can
either enhance learning or be a refresher
for experienced professionals. Coming from
the Regulatory and Compliance Department

and having no specific technical telecom or
IT background myself, this course provides
me with the technical knowledge I need
to better perform technical document and
process reviews for my company. I would
highly recommend this course for all Telecom
staff”, said Caroline de Comarmond, Manager
Regulatory and Corporate Compliance, Cable &
Wireless Seychelles.
The outcomes of the course provided
participants with an in-depth
knowledge of the essential principles,
theories and frameworks that
underpin technology deployment,
regulation, competition and the
challenge of value creation through
enterprise and applied management.
A blended learning approach involved
lectures, case studies focusing on
an African perspective and handson application of key concepts were
adopted for the course to enhance the learning
experience and outcomes.
For more information on CTO and its
activities please visit us at www.cto.int or email
us at info@cto.int //

PDTMC meeting elects new chair

P

PDTMC members at the CTO HQ in London, UK.

Your chance to JOIN

3 - 5 July 2018, Transcorp Hilton Hotel, Abuja, Nigeria
For more info e-mail programmes@cto.int or +44 (0) 208 3600 3800
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DT Liaison Officers elect newly appointed
PDTMC Chair Mrs Jamiilah Linton-Anane
from the Telecommunications Services of
Trinidad and Tobago. The PTMC meeting took
place at the CTO head quarters on 1 - 5 May
2018.
The meeting concluded with appointments
of new suppliers and allocations of PDT
courses for the financial year 2018-19. //
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//MEMBER NEWS
Safaricom Foundation launches new strategic roadmap

S

afaricom Foundation has launched its three
year strategic roadmap, which commits
to focus on health, education and economic
empowerment.
In the new strategy, the foundation will also
continue to provide immediate financial support
to relief agencies and local organisations
that are first responders to emergencies and
disasters.

“Our mission is to build communities and
demonstrably transform lives through impactful
investments and partnerships that are aligned
with the Sustainable Development Goals. We
made significant achievements in our last
strategy and we now have an even stronger
desire to deliver greater impact over the next
three years,” said Joseph Ogutu, chairman of
Safaricom Foundation.

Under economic empowerment, the Foundation
will focus its efforts on empowering the youth
through entrepreneurship opportunities.
“We will work with a wide range of partners
to co-create strategic and shared value
programmes and also engage in advocacy
activities that relate to deepening the impact
of our work and our partnerships,” said Mr.
Ogutu. //

Pakistan minister for IT and Telecom chairs the 61st board of director’s meeting of USF

M

eeting of USF Co Universal Service Fund
Company (USF) 61st Board of Directors
Meeting was convened on 15th May, 2018

and was chaired Mrs Anusha Rahman Khan,
Minister for IT and Telecom.
The board reiterated that enabling micro

Vodafone board announces group chief executive
succession

V

odafone announced the succession plan
for the role of group chief executive Vittorio
Colao will be succeeded by group chief financial
officer Nick Read. Vittorio Colao was appointed
Group Chief Executive in July 2008. During
the decade under his leadership, Vodafone
transformed from a consumer-focused 2G/3G
mobile operator to one of the world’s converged
communications companies with a diverse
portfolio including the largest mobile and fixed

next-generation network in Europe, a significant
international enterprise division, and global
leadership in the ‘Internet of Things’. Over
the last ten years, he has overseen a strategic
reshaping of the Group, with growing mobile
customer numbers from 269 million to 536
million over 25 countries, including significant
businesses in India, Egypt, Turkey and across
Africa. //

Facebook publishes enforcement numbers

F

acebook is often asked how they
decide what’s allowed on their platform.
Facebook has had Community Standards
that explain what stays up and what comes
down. Three weeks ago, Facebook published
the internal guidelines to enforce those
standards.
Alex Schultz, Facebook vice-president of
data analytics, explains in more detail how
exactly they measure what’s happening on

Facebook in their guide to understanding the
community standards enforcement report.
Facebook’s states that is very much a work
in progress and they will likely change our
methodology as they learn more about what’s
important and what works.
This report covers six areas: graphic
violence, adult nudity and sexual activity,
terrorist propaganda, hate speech, spam,
and fake accounts. //

and small medium enterprises through
e-commerce presents a unique opportunity
for livelihoods for thousands across Pakistan.
Many MSMEs cannot access e-commerce
due to lack of awareness and unavailability
of a right platforms. Engaging in support for
MSMEs through e-commerce is an opportunity
to empower the e-commerce ecosystem of
Pakistan.
The Board also approved contracts to
Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited
that will aim to lay 653 kilometres of optic fibre
cable and necessary equipments to connect 1
million people in small towns. //

Nigeria NCC celebrates
International ‘Girls in ICT’
Day 2018

T

he International Girls in ICT Day was
celebrated on 17 May, 2018 annually
around the world with to raise awareness
on the importance of digital skills to pursue
successful professional careers for women.
The initiative aims to encourage girls
to consider studies and careers in the
growing field of ICTs, enabling both girls and
technology companies to reap the benefits of
greater female participation in the ICT sector.
The NCC organised a one-day ICT
workshop and trained over 100 secondary
school girls from schools in the Abuja as part
of global events to commemorate the day.
Nigerian companies are looking to attract
and promote women, as achieving greater
workforce diversity is good for business. The
event informed students about the importance
of ICT, cyber crimes and cyber bullying as
well as engaging positively with social media
platforms.//
communications@cto.int
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